Abstract
. Forney pointed out that these two concepts should be regarded as parts of the same subject and that these concepts can be used to easily prove some known results and further derive new results.
Many interesting questions arise on weight hierarchies of linear codes. Hence, research on this topic is very active.
Here we review some basic definitions. Let C be an (n, k) linear code and D be a subcode.
The 
(d* -l) columns of H have rank (d*-h), then the h-th generalized Hamming weight dh(C) is at least d', i. e., dh(C) >_ d*.
When h = 1, Lemma 1.2 reduces to Lemma 1.1. It is very difficult to use Lemma 1.2 directly to determine the lower bound d*. In the following we introduce a new concept and reduce Lemma 1.2 to another form, which allows d* to be more easily determined.
Let Vl, v2, ..., v v, and u be n-tuple vectors.
If there are p coefficients ci such that u-f-}_P= 1 civ i ----O, where 0 is the zero vector, then we say that u is totally linearly dependent on vectors Vl, v_, ..., v;. Sometimes, u may be linearly dependent on the vectors for only some of the components (i.e., locations). Then u is said to be partially linearly dependent on the vectors vi for 1 < i < p. The maximal possible number of those components (i.e., locations)
can be used to measure the linear dependence of the vector u on the vectors vi, for 1 < i < p. The number of components, for which u is partially linearly dependent on the vectors, is called the dependent-degree of u on vi, for 1 < i _< p. Apparently, if the dependent-degree is equal to n, then u is totally linearly dependent on vi for 1 < i < p. 
Before giving a proof of Theorem 2.2, we introduce the following notations and lemmas.
Proof: Since gcd(f(x),g(x)) = 1, there exist no P(x) and Q(x) with deg P(x) _< m-1 and 
and g*(x) denote aox n-r + _in=_ _ a;x n-r-i
where Q is as follows: and p-1 is as shown:
The matrix p-1 is a nonsingular matrix.
The last r columns of the matrix Q are all zero. The other n + m -r columns form a submatrix denoted by Q'. If we delete the last r rows from Q', the upper part consists of the first m -r rows of Q_, then we obtain the
RM(f*(x),g*(x))
. Since gcd (f*(x),g'(x)) = 1, using Lemma 2.2, the left upper submatrix is a nonsingular (m+n-2r)
x (ra+n-2r) matrix. On the other hand, b__ r # 0. Hence the matrix Q' is a full rank matrix. Therefore, rank(Q) = n + m -r, i.e., the rank(RM) is equal to n + rn -r. Conversely, if rank(RM) = n + m -r, then from Lemma 2.2, f(x) and g(x) have the _" d*_ _°-" where r* > 0. Then, using the above greatest common divisor h(x) = x _°+ _,=1 _,-, proof, the rank(RM) = n+m-r'. Thus, r* = r. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. [] For convenience in the following discussion, we define
where on the rightmost side there are (m -1) O's, and
where on the leftmost side there are i O's (0 _ i _< m-1) and on the rightmost side there are (ra -i -1) O's. Thus, the above matrix consists of the vectors f_") and g-4a) for O<_p<_m-l andO<_ <_n-1. Sometimes the x-resultant is called the Sylvester resultant because it was introduced by Sylvester [16] . In his paper, Sylvester showed that Res_:(f, g) = 0 if and only if either a0 = b0 = 0 or if f and g have a common root.
The coefficients of f and g could be polynomials in y. We could have:
Then for R(y) = Resx(f,g) and for any value /3 of y we would have R(3) = 0 if and only 
Let R(y) = Res_:(fl, ./'2, "", fv) be the non-zero determinant of the nonsingular submatrix with the smallest degree of y of the x-resultant matrix. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we have the general theorem as follows. 
.,p, is at most equal to the degree of their resultant R(y), i.e., degR(y).
In order to get an upper bound ofdegR(y), we introduce a new concept. Among the f's with the same degree of x, we select one. Thus, we can select f,x,, for # = 1,2, ...,q(_< p),
..,q} = {deg_f,l # = 1,2,...,p}, and f,\_ have no common components.
We define the x-partial resultant matrix of these p curves or polynomials as the following (m + n) x (m + n) matrix:
, "", J_ , "", J_q J ' denotes deg_: f _x,.
Obviously, this matrix is an upper triangle matrix when dq = 0. We are now interested in the following irreducible curves [17] [18] :
where (a,b) = 1, and bi + aj < ab for any xiy j being a term in f(x,y). Miura-Kamiya curves are special cases of (1) [19] . Since they are irreducible, any set containing one of these polynomials has no common non-constant factor. The results of this section can be generalized to the curves of (1), but for convenience of exposition we derive them using the following Hermitian curve over GF(2 4) as an example:
For (2), we define the weights of monomials as follows: w(x) = 4, w(y) = 5 and w(xiy j) = 4i + 5j. We have the following sequence of monomials: x, y, x 2, xy, y2, x 3, x2y, xy2, y3, x 4, x3y, x2y2, xy3, x _, xay, x3y2, x2y3, x 6, x_y, x4y 2, ... } = { x'yJlO < i < 15,0 < j _< 3} = {h_,hg, h3,...,h_,...,h64 }. It can be checked that the weights of monomials in H form an ascending sequence: 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, ..., 62, 63, 65, 66, 67, 70, 71, 75}. Let L(r) be the linear space spanned by the first 1"monomials of H. Obviously hr E {51, 53, 54, 55, h6, as, 50 ,510}} = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2), (2, 1), (1,2), (0, 3)} does not form a regular set, because (2, 0) belongs to this set but (1,0) D{7.9,11,12,13,14} >_ 1 + D{2,7,11,12,13,14 [_yq,[_q,[_3y],[_2y2] , [_yq,[_q,[_-%] , [_3y2l, D2y3]}, p = 11 and kp = 18. From Theorem 3.2, D{[yq, [_2yl, [_:y2] , [y3],[_3yl,[_=2yq,[_yq,[_q,[_%],[_=3yq,[_2yq 
L(r) -L(r -1). If polynomials f(x,y), g(x,y) E L(r) -L(r-
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,4 set S of non-negative integer points (i, j) (i.e., i and j are non-negative integers) is called a regular set if for (i,j) 6 S we have (i',j') C S, for all 0 <_ i' < i and
Thus, the proof is completed. h v • h., and r -p >_ w(h_)}, for any Lemma 3.4 If there is no 1 < p < r such that h_ 1 < v < r with that h_, ,._ h p • h, and r' < r, then xy, y2, x 3, x2y, xy2, y3, x4, x3y, x2y2, xy3, x 5, x4y] T.
We have the weight sequence: 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21} and With Table 1 and Theorem 3.3, we compute (16) x2 =w(h2)=4, _16 =w(hl) =0. Now using the monotonicity proposition, i.e. Proposition 2.5, we obtain 
These terms appear in the rightmost column of Table 2 . This table allows us to compute the generalized Hamming weights, di(C16), as follows.
From the table, for each column h = i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, ... ), we consider the first entry that is greater than the entry at the same row and the last column. According to Theorem 1.1, this entry plus 1 gives a lower bound of di(C16). In the above table, these entries are marked by an '*'. For example, in the column for h = 1, 16(< 21), 15(< 17), 14(< 16), 13(= 13), 12(= 12), 11(> 10), 10(> 9),9(> 8), ..., 1(> 0). Therefore, 11 is the first entry that is greater than 10 (which is at the same row and in the last column Let us consider D_ 4) over GF(2m) , where the first four polynomials are {1, x, y, x 2 +/3xy + y2}, where/3 is any element with tr(/3 -1) = ____I/3-2' = 1 over GF(2m).
In the following, we will prove an important result:
Proof'. Since the four polynomials are 1, x, y, x2-4-/3xy-4 -y2, we have the following selections: {1, x}, {1, y}, {1, x 2 + _xy + y2}; {x, y}, {x, x 2 +/3xy + y2} , and {y, x 2 +/3xy + 9 2} . R(x) = 1 ax + b 0 0 1 ax+b i.e., R(x) = a2x 2 + b2 + x 2 + dx + e-3ax 2 -acx -3bx -bc = (a 2 + 3a + 1)x 2 + (d+ 3b+ ac)x+bc+b 2. Since tr(2 -1) = 1,a2+3a+ 1 # 0 for all a 6 GF(2m). [x_l,[y2l,[_3+.y_-:y+Z_2+_31} . Let us consider the following curves: (16, 9, _>5) over GF(22) :
Let n = 22kin, The following parity check matrix H defines a linear code C with length n = 22kin and minimum distance at least 5 over GF(2m), i.e., C is a (22kin,22kin -1 -6k, _> 5) code:
where x_ + 7x_yi + 3xiy_ + y_ are irreducible over GF(2 TM) for i: 1,2, ..., k. Remark (7): The result can be generalized to the cases of any minimum distance d >_ 6. The code dimension can be increased by at least one, while keeping the same code length n = 22m and the minimum distance d > 6 over GF(2 TM) [18, 22] .
Improved Klein Codes
Let us consider the Klein curve over GF(23):
There are 22 points on the curve. Let LS be the set of all points on the curve. The LS has the following points: Dfi_2l, [_l, [u_]}, D{l_2l, [_3l, [y_l}, ,t_ul,I_a]}, D{ [_yl,[_31,[u21} }. It is eanily seen that the first number is equal to zero, the second and third numbers are at most 3, and the 4-th number is also at most 3. In the following we prove that the 7-th number is at most 4. The proof of that the 5-th number and 6-th number are at most 4 is similar to the cane of the 7-th number. Using the result in [17, 18] , we can only obtain a linear code (22, 14, _> 6) over GF(23).
For the current Klein code, using the Riemann-Roch theorem, we also obtain a (22, 14, 6) Klein code.
Let us consider the another linear code C* defined by the parity check matrix [_yl,[_3+y2] )}.
It is easily seen that the first number is equal to zero, the second and third number is at most 3. In the following we prove that the last number is at most 3. Let us consider the Hermitian code over GF(24) defined by the following parity check matrix:
H =_ [1,x,y, x2, xy, y2, x3, y3+ x4] T.
We have the following theorem. We also present a new construction of linear codes with any length n over GF(2 b) with minimum distance 4 and _> 5.
The codes with d = 4 have been used in computer memory systems.
The new codes have applications not only in computer memory systems but also in distributed systems [24, 25] , CD audio, Video disk, and CD ROM.
In this paper, we discuss only the case in two-dimensional affine spaces. Our results should generalize to high-dimensional affine spaces.
